Facebook
and
Instagram
Blacklist
Prominent
Conservatives
Including
InfoWars’ Paul Joseph Watson
Instagram and its parent company, Facebook, banned a number of
conservative personalities from its platforms, including
Infowars host Alex Jones, Infowars contributor and YouTube
star Paul Joseph Watson, journalist and activist Laura Loomer,
and Milo Yiannopoulos. Louis Farrakhan was also banned at the
same time. Facebook and Instagram promised to remove any
Infowars videos, radio segments, and articles posted by
another account or page. Any Groups related to the banned
figures or Facebook Events promoting them will also be
removed. Critics say that this sets a chilling precedent for
free speech, it is a formula for censoring not just websites
and personalities, but their supporters, and that Facebook is
openly punishing and rewarding users for their political
opinions.

The Masters of the Universe at Facebook have
banned multiple conservative personalities from
both Facebook and Instagram, including Infowars
host Alex Jones, Paul Joseph Watson, Laura Loomer,

and Milo Yiannopoulos.
The Atlantic reports
that Instagram and its parent company Facebook has banned a
number of
conservative personalities from its platforms, including
Infowars host
Alex Jones, Infowars contributor and YouTube star Paul Joseph
Watson,
journalist and activist Laura Loomer, and Milo Yiannopoulos.
Louis
Farrakhan was notably also banned from the platforms at the
same time.

Paul Joseph Watson confirmed his ban, claiming he has not
broken
Facebook’s rules, and commenting, “In an authoritarian society
controlled by a handful of Silicon Valley giants, all dissent
must be
purged.”

Read full article here…

Additional Source:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/05/facebook-and-instagra
m-now-banning-associates-of-alex-jones-and-those-that-posttoo-many-infowars-articles/

Israeli
Envoy
Calls
for
Criminalizing Anti-Semitism
After NY Times Cartoon Upset
Israel’s Ambassador to the UN, Danny Danon, responded to the
recent synagogue shooting and a NY Times cartoon featuring
Trump and Netanyahu by saying that the only way to stop
antisemitism is to criminalize it, and that people must be
punished if they engage in antisemitism, whether it is by
political leaders, editors, policy pundits or college
professors. [While there is every reason to insist on
punishment of acts of violence, the problem with the cry of
antisemitism today is that it has become a ploy to discourage
anyone from criticizing the policies of the Israeli government
or the policies of the US government that support Israeli
policies. It’s not ethnic or racial or religious. It’s pure
politics.] -GEG

The only way to stop antisemitism is to criminalize it,
Israel’s
Ambassador to the UN Danny Danon told reporters in New York on
Monday.
“The time for talking and having a conversation is over,”
Danon

said. “What Israel and the Jewish community around the world
demand is
action – and now.”

Danon, speaking on the sidelines of the United Nations
Security Council meeting, said that those who engage in
antisemitism “must be punished. Whether it is here at the UN
[or by] political leaders, editors, policy pundits or college
professors, it does not matter.

“Antisemitism should have no place in our society,” he
continued. “Until it becomes criminal, this bigotry will
persist; it will fester. It is only a matter of time until it
erupts again in violence and bloodshed.”

Danon spoke just two days after a shooter, believed to be a
white supremacist, killed one Jewish worshiper and wounded
three others at the Chabad synagogue in Poway California. That
same weekend, The New York Times published a cartoon widely
held to be classically antisemitic. The paper has since
apologized. Danon linked the two events with a shooting that
occurred at Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life synagogue in October, in
which 11 worshipers were killed. “From the Tree of Life
synagogue in Pittsburgh to the Chabad synagogue in Poway
California, antisemitism is no longer a fringe bigotry in the
US,” Danon said. “Then, as now, all the right people are
saying all the right things. They express their sympathies and
call for an end to this violence and bigotry.

Read full article here…

Click

link

for

cartoon:

https://spectator.us/anti-semitic-cartoon-nyt/

Former Trump Aide Describes
Attempt To Seduce Him into
Becoming A Liability to the
Trump Campaign in 2016
The NY Times reported that a mysterious Turkish woman, Azra
Turk, “assisted” the FBI in 2016 to spy on George
Papadopoulos, a Trump campaign aid, in an attempt to extract
or create information that would damage the campaign.
Papadopoulos was suspicious because Turk was supposed to be a
liason to a Cambridge college professor who claimed to be
interested in an article on an important energy project, yet,
she could barely speak English. Her main objective seemed to
be to seduce him. When he met with the professor, his main
interest was to see if he had any information about Trump’s
relation with the Kremlin. The professor was paid more than
$1-million dollars by the Obama administration for
consultation and services rendered. Papadopoulos served jail
time as part of a plea agreement he struck with special
counsel Robert Mueller in 2018. -GEG

A mysterious Turkish woman who “assisted” FBI spy Stefan
Halper in a
London operation targeting Trump campaign aide George
Papadopoulos has
been revealed as yet another FBI operative sent to spy on the
Trump campaign during the 2016 US election, according to
the New York Times.

The woman, who went by the name Azra Turk, repeatedly flirted
with Papadopoulos during their encounters as well as in email
exchanges according to an October, 2018 Daily Caller report,
confirmed today by the Times. “Turk,” posed as Halper’s
assistant according to the report.

While in London in 2016, Ms. Turk exchanged emails with Mr.
Papadopoulos, saying meeting him had been the “highlight of
my trip,” according to messages provided by Mr. Papadopoulos.
“I am excited about what the future holds for us :),” she
wrote. –New York Times

And as the Times makes clear, “the FBI sent her to London as
part of the counterintelligence inquiry opened that summer” to
investigate the Trump campaign.

The conversation at a London bar in September 2016 took a
strange
turn when the woman sitting across from George Papadopoulos,
a Trump
campaign adviser, asked a direct question: Was the Trump

campaign working with Russia?
…
Ms. Turk went to London to help oversee the politically
sensitive
operation, working alongside a longtime informant, the
Cambridge
professor Stefan A. Halper. The move was a sign that the
bureau wanted in place a trained investigator for a layer of
oversight,
as well as someone who could gather information for or serve
as a
credible witness in any potential prosecution that emerged
from the
case. –New York Times

Read full article here…

